
Season 1 – 5 Recap 
https://youtu.be/B-5xPW0w6yE  
 
The Expanse is a show about space, war, family, politics alien mysteries and Chrisjen Avasarala being sassy.  The sixth and final 
season is coming soon so what's happened in the story so far. 
 
In season one humanity is divided into Earth, Mars, and the Belt.  Earth is powerful but it's old and slow its environment 
strained by overpopulation.  Mars is a new rival superpower with advanced technology unified by the dream of terraforming 
Mars.  The asteroid belt and outer planets are mined for resources the people of the Belt have their own culture and language 
and bodies adapted to space, but the belters are oppressed and exploited by Earth and Mars.  So, activists and extremists like 
the OPA fight for freedom for the Belt. 
 
In episode 1 a mining ship called the Canterbury is mysteriously destroyed sparking conflict across the Solar System.  Four 
survivors of the attack form an unlikely crew.  Holden is an idealistic hero type from Earth.  Naomi is a secretive, smart engineer 
from the belt.  Alex is a lovable pilot from mars, and Amos is complicated.  Amos grew up in Baltimore as a victim of organized 
crime he's emotionally detached and often violent, but he follows Naomi as his moral guiding light. 
 
Together they steal a ship, or rather they legally acquire a ship by legitimate salvage, and they name it the Rocinante (Rocinante 
is Don Quixote's horse in the two-part 1605/1615 novel Don Quixote by Miguel de Cervantes.).  The Rosie crew uncover a 
conspiracy with the help of a cynical cop called Miller. 
 
Miller investigates a missing girl called Juliette (Julie) Mao it turns out she was killed by a mysterious alien virus called the proto-
molecule. 
 
Julie's father, a powerful businessman called Jules-Pierre Mao, experiments with the virus to make it a weapon.  He blew up the 
Canterbury to deliberately cause war, and now to study the proto-molecule Jules-Pierre infects a hundred thousand people on 
the moon of Eros. 
 
Miller and the Rosie crew fight to escape and survive but the proto-molecule on Eros starts building some weird scary alien so 
with the help of OPA leader Fred Johnson the crew try to knock Eros into the sun by hitting it with a giant Mormon spaceship 
called the Nauvoo but the proto-molecule makes Eros dodge the Nauvoo and Eros speeds towards earth so Miller journeys into 
Eros and finds Julie Mao's consciousness alive. 
 
Inside the proto-molecule he convinces Julie to crush Eros into Venus and they disappear into the clouds together. 
 
So, in the face of war and aliens the Rosie crew come together as an unlikely family and they learn from each other. 
 
Holden starts out as a dangerously impulsive naive hero, but Naomi helps him to make smarter decisions and eventually they 
fall in love. 
 
Miller challenges Holden's moral idealism and teaches him to be more ruthless to get stuff done. 
 
Amos comes to trust Holden as a leader alongside Naomi and Alex makes really good lasagna. 
 
While the Rosie crew flies around saving the worlds Avasarala handles the politics.  Avasarala is a powerful politician in the 
United Nations the government of Earth in season 1.  She's ruthless in protecting Earth from Belters and Martians.  She tortures, 
blackmails, lies, and betrays because she believes that Earth must come first, but then she discovers that the conspiracy behind 
the war didn't come from the Belt or Mars.  People in her own government conspired with Jules-Pierre Mao to weaponize the 
proto-molecule. 
 
So, Avasarala fights the conspiracy with the help of Bobby.  Bobby is a tough Martian soldier fiercely loyal to Mars, but her 
squad gets killed by a proto-molecule monster and she finds out that the Martian government was behind this.  They also work 
with the Jules-Pierre to weaponize the proto-molecule.  They transform children into proto-molecule killing machines. 
 
So, Bobby defects from Mars, suits up and fights to help Avarsala and the Rosie crew end the war.  They kill some proto-
molecule monsters and they help a botanist called Prax save his daughter. 
 

https://youtu.be/B-5xPW0w6yE


So, these Earthers Martians and Belters put aside their differences and work together to make peace. 
 
This story is about the tribal politics that divide us and the common humanity that can unite us. 
 
But meanwhile on Venus alien forces grow.  In season three the proto-molecule that crashed into Venus rises back up from the 
clouds and forms a mysterious ring like a stargate or wormhole. 
 
Everyone goes to investigate and among them is Clarissa, Jules-Pierre Mao's eldest daughter. 
 
Clarissa wants to avenge her father's downfall by destroying Holden she gets high-tech bio-implants that enhance her speed and 
strength for short bursts - they're terrible for her health long term but all Clarissa wants now is revenge so Clarissa kills a bunch 
of people and frames Holden for the crime. 
 
The Rosie flees through the ring into the mysterious alien space within.  Holden gets visions of Miller whose consciousness now 
exists within the proto-molecule Miller guides him to the ring station a mysterious structure at the center of the ring space and 
Holden learns that the ring and the proto-molecule were created by some ancient aliens called the builders.  But the builders 
were destroyed by some other mysterious alien entities. 
 
Naomi works on the Behemoth, a giant OPA ship converted from the old Mormon ship the Nauvoo.  The Behemoth represents 
the dream of a free Belter nation. 
 
Naomi's friend Captain Drummer clashes with Ashford over their differing views on governance.  The ring's security system 
suddenly traps everyone in the ring space and many die from a sudden deceleration of their ships.  Drummer and Ashford work 
together to survive and Ashford welcomes Earthers and Martians to heal on the Behemoth.  A preacher called Anna gives 
emotional support to the wounded and she gives a slap in the face to Clarissa for being an unrepentant murderer. 
 
Ashford tries to destroy the ring gate which almost destroys the entire solar system, but Holden and the crews stop him with 
the help of Drummer and Bobby and Anna and Clarissa, who finally lets go of revenge and helps people instead. 
 
After the crisis the ring's true purpose is revealed.  Inside the ring space new gates open to a thousand new habitable solar 
systems.  The builders didn't make the proto-molecule to be a weapon it's a tool that builds bridges to new worlds. 
 
So, in season four there's a land rush as people seek new opportunities on new worlds through the ring.  On one planet called 
Illus there's a conflict between Belter settlers and an Earth corporation.  Even with a thousand new worlds available the inner 
planets continue to oppress the Belters the Rosie crew is sent to sort it out and Holden investigates alien structures on the 
planet which accidentally causes a catastrophic explosion and tsunami, so everyone hides underground.  An alien infection 
makes them blind people are killed by death slugs it is no fun but with the help of a scientist called Lv they shut down the alien 
tech and the ghost of Miller is finally put to rest. 
 
Holden defeats the murderous Earther Mercury and restores peace.  lv stays on Illus to study the planet's alien tech this artifact 
seems to be connected to the entities who wiped out the builders eons ago. 
 
Meanwhile on Earth Avasarala loses most of her political power in an election.  Her husband leaves her for being too ruthless 
and dishonest.  Politically she kills civilians in a failed military strike, but Avasarala learns from her mistakes and she remains 
committed to protect all of humanity. 
 
In the ring the Behemoth becomes Medina Station - the central hub for the ring gates.  Drummer and Ashford make political 
compromises to keep the peace between the Belt to Earth and Mars. 
 
Drummer hates compromising on her values as a Belter, so she quits to become a polyamorous space pirate instead but then 
Ashford is killed by Belter extremist Marco Inaros after Drummer had let Marco go free. 
 
So, Drummer feels guilty for Ashford's death.  On Mars Bobby is depressed because the Martian dream is dying.  Mars used to 
be united behind the project to make the planet a habitable world but now there is no point in terraforming Mars because there 
are thousands of already habitable worlds through the ring gate. 
 



Bobby's purpose and identity as a Martian is gone, so she gets involved in organized crime and discovers a conspiracy selling 
Martian stealth tech and ships to Marco Inaros. 
 
Marco uses the stealth tech to paint on some asteroids and launches the deadly rocks towards Earth.  Because all through the 
story Belters have been exploited by Earth and Mars, Fred and Ashford and Doors tried to free the Belt through politics and 
diplomacy, but they failed. 
 
Even when there were a thousand new worlds available through the ring the inner planets still tried to take them for 
themselves so Marco argues that Belters can only win freedom through devastating violence against Earth and Mars. 
 
Avasarala discovers Marco's stealth rocks and she tries to save Earth but she's too late the rocks hit Earth and kill millions and 
with the climate and ecosystem broken billions more will die soon.  Avasarala's husband Arjun is among the dead.  This is 
Avasarala's worst nightmare but she refuses to kill innocent Belters for revenge. 
 
Avasarala regains power as leader of Earth and works to protect all people together. 
 
Amos is on Earth when the rocks hit visiting Clarissa Mao in jail because Clarissa was imprisoned for her murders in season 3, 
but Amos makes friends with her he comes to support and guide Clarissa just like Naomi supported him, which goes to show 
how much Amos has grown. 
 
Clarissa is in a deep dark place both literally and emotionally, but she and Amos climb their way out and fight to survive on an 
apocalyptic Earth.  Clarissa encourages Amos to save some innocent people along the way.  Amos then brings Clarissa to join the 
Rosie crew despite the fact that Clarissa once tried to kill Holden and many others.  Cause Amos argues that even enemies can 
become trusted friends.  They survive by growing their tribe. 
 
Back in the day Naomi had a relationship with Marco Inaros and they had a son called Filip.  When Marco committed a terrorist 
attack.  Naomi left him and Marco kept Filip from seeing Naomi.  Ever since Naomi felt grief and guilt at the separation from her 
son so now, she finds Filip and finally reunites with a long lost child.  But Filip captures her and brings her to Marco. 
 
Marco is a selfish, narcissistic, emotionally manipulative mass murderer and Naomi begs Filip to leave and escape Marco’s 
control, but Filip rejects Naomi.  So again, Naomi is forced to leave her son behind she jumps through space to escape, suffers 
on a booby-trapped ship then jumps into space again to warn her friends. 
 
Alex and Bobby save Naomi, but Alex dies in the high-g flight.  Alex loved flying and helping his friends, so Amos says it's a 
worthy death.  Alex's last words are “That was one hell of a ride.” 
 
Marco gets a powerful fleet of ships from his Martian friends and calls it the Free Navy - his own personal military of extremists 
to dominate the system.  Drummer and her crew are forced to join Marco's navy and Drummer complies to protect her family 
but when Naomi is in danger Drummer betrays Marco and attacks his navy to save her, but that gets one of Drummer's family 
killed and two more of her partners leave her.  The terrible cost of war is that Drummer's family grows smaller. 
 
While Naomi, Alex and Amos have their own adventures, Holden faces his greatest challenge yet spending some time alone 
without his family.  But then Marco's Belters kill Fred Johnson and steal a proto-molecule sample.  So, Holden and Bull and 
Monica tried to destroy it to prevent the dangerous alien tech from falling into the wrong hands, but they fail. 
 
Marco's free navy takes control of the ring, including Medina Station, the all-important central hub of the ring gates.  And Marco 
lets a rogue faction of Martians through to a new world called Laconia.  These Martians, led by someone called Admiral Duarte, 
are the ones who gave Martian ships to Marco.  And in return Marco gave them Fred's proto-molecule sample.  Juarte is 
working with a scientist Cortazar to unlock the power of the proto-molecule, and to use these mysterious alien structures 
orbiting Laconia to build humanity's greatest empire.   
 
But as the Laconians go through the ring one of their ships is destroyed by these mysterious alien entities. 
 
So, season 5 shatters the balance of power, Earth is devastated, Mars is obsolete, and Marco's free navy is triumphant.  Can the 
Rosie crew, Bobby, Drummer, and Avasarala defeat Marco and build a unified future is humanity at threat from the alien 
entities in the ring?  And what is going on Laconia the final season of The Expanse begins on December 10th.  



5 Note Sequence – Where We Can Season 2 
5 Note Sequence and Voide – Season 1 Track 1 
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 2004 Head in the Clouds (assistant composer)  
 2003 Water's Edge (music editor)  
 2003 Peacemakers (TV Series) (assistant composer) / (music editor)  
 2002 The Dead Zone (TV Series) (composer: additional music)  
 2002 Black Point (music recording engineer)  
 2001 The Chris Isaak Show (TV Series) (assistant composer)  
 2001 Saving Silverman (music arranger) / (on-set music supervisor)  
 2000 The Fearing Mind (TV Series) (assistant composer) / (composer: additional music) / (music editor)  
 2000 Mysterious Ways (TV Series) (assistant composer) / (composer: additional music) / (music editor)  
 2000 The Last Stop (assistant composer) / (music editor)  
 2000 The Inspectors 2: A Shred of Evidence (TV Movie) (assistant to composer)  
 2000 Legends: The Story of Siwash Rock (Short) (composer: additional music)  
 1999 Beggars and Choosers (TV Series) (assistant composer) / (composer: additional music) / (music editor)  
 1999 So Weird (TV Series) (assistant composer) / (composer: additional music) / (music editor)  
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Show  Additional Crew (2 credits)  
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- Enviro-mental (2016) ... (writer: "Impala", "Money" - uncredited)  
- Operation Desert Stumble (2016) ... (performer: "Boom" - uncredited) / (writer: "Special Beans" - uncredited)  
 2013 That Burning Feeling (performer: "My Best Work") / (writer: "My Best Work")  
 2000 The Inspectors 2: A Shred of Evidence (TV Movie) (performer: "Method") / (writer: "Method")  
 

Sound department (1 credit)  
 2001 The Chris Isaak Show (TV Series) (assistant sound engineer)  

 
Personal Details 

Other Works: 

Urban Rush - TV Talkshow - Composer See more »  

 

Official Sites: 

Clinton Shorter  

 

Alternate Names: 

Clint Shorter  

Trivia: 

Was nominated for Breakout Composer of the Year in 2009 by the International Film Music Critics 
Association (IFMCA).  
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Wikipedia 
 

Clinton Shorter 

Born 
March 18, 1971 (age 50) 
North Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada 

Genres Film score  

Occupation(s) Composer 

Website www.clintonshorter.com  

Clinton Shorter (born March 18, 1971)[1] is a Canadian film and television composer.[2] He is particularly 
known for his score for Neill Blomkamp's film District 9.  He has also composed the music for over 300 
television episodes.[3]  

 
Early life and education 

Shorter was born in North Vancouver, British Columbia.  He initially studied jazz in college before switching 
to music composition.[3]  

Career 

Shorter created the score for an independent film, Come Together, in Vancouver. He went on to create 
music for several more films in the Vancouver area, including Neill Blomkamp 's short Alive in Joburg.[4]  

Shorter was asked to create a score for Blomkamp's 2009 science fiction film District 9, "something 'raw 
and dark' but which maintained its African roots".[5] The resulting music has been described by reviewers 
as "rhythmic" and "magnificent",[6] as "mournful ethnic-action strains",[7] and as having "pseudo-exotic 
ambiance as a post-modern theme of loss".[3] The sound track was released separately as a CD.  

In 2014 Shorter wrote the score for the action film Pompeii.[8] He subsequently composed music for the 
television series The Expanse and Colony.[9]  

Discography 

Film 
Year  Title  Director  Notes  Ref.  

2001  Come Together  Jeff Macpherson    

2005  

Alive in Joburg  Neill Blomkamp  Short film   

The Cabin Movie  Dylan Akio Smith    

Severed  Carl Bessai    

2006  
Nostalgia Boy  Michael Meinhardt  

Short film 
Nominated – Leo Award for Best Musical Score in a Short Drama  

 

Unnatural & 
Accidental  Carl Bessai  

  

2007  Normal    

2009  
District 9  Neill Blomkamp  

BMI Film Music Award 
SOCAN Domestic Feature Film Award 
Nominated – IFMCA Award for Breakthrough Film Composer of the Year 
Nominated – World Soundtrack Award for Discovery of the Year  

[10]  

Cole  Carl Bessai  
Nominated – Leo Award for Best Musical Score in a Feature Length 
Drama  

 

2012  Contraband  
Baltasar Kormákur  BMI Film Music Award  

[11]  

2013  2 Guns  [12]  
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Year  Title  Director  Notes  Ref.  

The Informant  Julien Leclercq    

2014  Pompeii  
Paul W.S. 
Anderson  

SOCAN International Feature Film Award  [13]  

2021  
Boss Level  

Joe Carnahan  
  

Copshop   [14]  

Television 

Year  Title  Notes  Ref.  

2006  

Ties That Bind  

Television film  

 

Presumed Dead   

12 Hours to Live   

Her Fatal Flaw   

Under the Mistletoe   

2007  

A Decent Proposal   

Secrets of an Undercover Wife   

Judicial Indiscretion   

This Space for Rent  2 episodes   

Post Mortem  

Television film  

 

2008  

Nightmare at the End of the Hall   

The Secret Lives of Second Wives   

NYC: Tornado Terror   

2014  Intelligence  
13 episodes 
BMI TV Music Award  

 

2015–16  House of Lies  22 episodes   

2015–18  Code Black  
47 episodes 
BMI TV Music Award  

[15]  

2015–present  The Expanse  46 episodes  [16]  

2016–18  Colony  36 episodes  [17]  

2018  Quantico  13 episodes   

2020  Tribes of Europa  6 episodes   
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SciFi Pulse Interview 
 
Clinton Shorter Chats With SciFiPulse About ‘The Expanse’ & ‘Colony’ 
Clinton Shorter talks rock bands and scoring for film and television 
 

SciFiPulse was recently fortunate enough to snag a brief Q&A interview with film and television composer Clinton 
Shorter. 

Over his career Shorter has composed some brilliant soundtracks for movies such as District 9 and much more. 
Recently the composer has received an Emmy nomination for his work. Below is what he shared with us about his 
musical journeys thus far. 

SFP: How did you get into composing for film and television.  Was it something you’d always set your sights on? 

Clinton Shorter: I had an experimental rock trio but could never quite wrap my head around writing in song form.  
One day, when I heard Mark Isham’s score to “Never Cry Wolf,” I immediately connected with it and decided to 
make the shift over to film and television scoring. 

SFP: It’s fair to say that you have done a fair bit in television and movies thus far. But is there a project you have 
worked on that stands out to you as special over all of the other stuff you have done? 

Clinton Shorter: It has to be “District 9.” It was my first large release feature film and it changed my career over 
night! 

SFP: You’ve done the score for two pretty big television properties in ‘The Expanse’ and my favorite show of the 
moment ‘Colony’. How do you go about juggling your duties between those two series, because i’m pretty sure 
both have gotten a second year? 

Clinton Shorter: I am also the composer of House of Lies and Code Black, so I’ve had four shows going on this past 
year. The first seasons of these two science fiction shows were easy as they were produced at different times. This 
coming season will have some overlap but they have quite a bit of time between mixes so it should be fine. 

SFP: One of the things I enjoyed about some of the music you did for Expanse was the mix of having choir mixed 
with synth. It sort of suited the shows edgy dramatic approach. Given that the series has been given a second 
season. What do you hope to achieve musically in the second year. As in something that you haven’t maybe tried 
yet? 

Clinton Shorter: I’m going to try and approach the action scenes from a different place palette-wise. Most of the 
action scenes came pretty early in season 1 allowing the sound of the show to come together over the first 5 
episodes. I look forward to seeing where the storyline takes us. 

SFP: I work with a music group each week where we just fool around with percussion, keyboards and guitars each 
week. We come up with some interesting ideas on the fly and at the end of a typical two hour session we usually 
wind up with something fairly cool sounding. Have you ever done anything like that with regards to your music? 

Clinton Shorter: Oh absolutely. When I was a senior in high school we had a recording studio on the school grounds. 
My friends and I would spend countless hours in there doing just that sort of improv and experimentation. It was a 
special time. 

SFP: Perhaps your break out moment was the work you did on the fantastic indie film District 9, which was a 
fantastic film with a pretty frantic music score from what I remember. How much would you say you have evolved 
musically since then and if you could revisit that score what changes if any would you want to make? 

http://www.syfy.com/theexpanse


Clinton Shorter: I think I would change a lot on everything I’ve ever written to be honest. Composing for film and 
TV requires a lot of tinkering and experimentation so time constraints force you to move on when you don’t always 
want to. 

SFP: You seem to have gotten quite lucky in the sense that you have got to do music for a lot of dynamic science 
fiction and fantasy films. Do you prefer doing music for those kind of projects or is it just how things have turned 
out? 

Clinton Shorter: It’s really just how things have turned out, I don’t really have a preference. All I hope for is to work 
with good creative people who let me participate in their shows in a meaningful way. 

SFP: Following up on that last question. Is there a television or film genre that you’d like to have a go at doing 
some music for. If so what is it and what sort of sounds would you be looking to include? 

Clinton Shorter: The majority of projects I worked on prior to District 9 were more traditional dramas. It would be 
nice to score some of those again. As for sounds I really just try to find what is appropriate for what the stories call 
for. 

SFP: As a composer you like many others are inspired by the work of other composers. Who would you say have 
been most inspiring to you? 

Clinton Shorter: When I first started out I think I knew every single Thomas Newman score inside out! He really 
spoke to me more than any other composer. 

SFP: Given that we have new musicians starting out every day. What would be the best advice you could offer to 
some of the many up and coming musicians that are out there? 

Clinton Shorter: Work hard at your craft and stick with it. Hope for a break, not all musicians get them but if you are 
lucky enough to get one, you need to be ready for it. I got my break with District 9, which was like being struck by 
lightning. All I’ve been doing since then is trying to not blow the opportunity. 

SFP: Thanks for taking the time to chat with us and best of luck with the Emmy. 

Clinton Shorter: Thanks for having me! 



Sci-Fi Bulletin Interview 
 

The Expanse: Interview: Composer Clinton Shorter 

Hailed by the Hollywood Reporter as one of the “Young Composers to Watch”, Clinton Shorter’s first film, Come 
Together. turned out to be an indie hit and led to more work on the indie scene in Vancouver, including a short 
directed by Neill Blomkamp entitled Alive in Joburg, which was the catalyst for District 9. With almost a dozen 
feature films to his credit Clinton has also worked on over 300 episodes of television, including Intelligence, the 
Showtime series House of Lies, Code Black, Colony and the Syfy hit The Expanse. He recently took time to answer 
some questions from Paul Simpson… 

What are your first musical memories?  Were you brought up in a musical household, and what instruments did 
you learn?  

My dad was a machinist but what I most remember about him were his interests outside of that world.  He was a 
man that had a darkroom, a workshop where he built a sailboat, he restored cars, made intricate wood carvings, 
built a cabin…  He didn’t stop and if you wanted to spend time with him he’d tell you to pull up a chair and watch.  
There was one common thread in all these interests: music was playing during all of them.  I didn’t get much 
exposure to concert music but I got a heavy dose of Pink Floyd, Steely Dan, Alan Parsons Project, and Joni Mitchell. I 
remember he got Pink Floyd The Wall for Christmas and he played it all day.  I played trombone for a couple of 
years, but it wasn’t until I played guitar at 14 that it really took off. 

 

When did you develop an interest in scoring – was it there prior to working as an assistant, or during your 
jazz/rock days? 

It happened during a time when I was getting less satisfied writing for my rock trio; a friend put on the score to 
Never Cry Wolf by Mark Isham and I immediately connected to it.  It was largely synth based which made it more 
approachable for me but more than that I had been looking for ways to write in non standard form.  Maybe it was all 
the Pink Floyd, but it sounded to me at the time he was writing free form, not yet realizing the film was dictating the 
shape. 

Having worked as a composer’s assistant myself I’m intrigued as to what your role was.  Were you arranging?  
Working up full orchestrations from sketches? 

Like you, I did whatever was needed, but it started out more technical as after college I went to a school and studied 
synthesis and sampling. I was creating sounds, mixing, streamlining workflow.  Over time I started to spot shows for 
him and draft up cue sheets, which was immensely educational.  I did some arranging, I reworked previously written 
cues in logic to work in new scenes, wrote source music, did some copying. 

How did your first solo project come about?  

Funnily enough it only happened because I hosted a Christmas party in my basement suite.  A guy came by that was 
an acquaintance of someone I knew and he saw my writing rig in the living room.  He was in the midst of cutting his 
first feature film and hadn’t found a composer yet.  Turns out the editor on that film was Julian Clarke who ended up 
cutting District 9. 

https://sciencefictionbulletin.files.wordpress.com/2016/06/headshot.jpeg


 

Did anything from the Alive in Joburg score transfer across to District 9? 

Not really, the music I wrote for that was just cut to picture by Neill.  I approached D9 with a clean slate. 

Which do you prefer working on – the conciseness of a film score, or the more expansive (pardon the pun) canvas 
that a TV series provides?  What are the pros and cons? 

I love both.  Film gives me more time to establish a palette and to write the score but TV allows me to experiment 
over time in a way that film just can’t. 

With The Expanse, what parameters for the music were you given by the execs?  Are you composing to picture for 
it? 

Yes thankfully it’s all scored to picture.  As for the parameters they changed as we went along.  It was originally 
thought that I would handle the “worldly” sound with a lot of ethnic instruments but we found it was better to let 
the source music handle that and I would just find a sound for the show that was consistent. 

 

There are so many SF scores around now: how did you look to make The Expanse sound different? 

Honestly I don’t really think that way, I just make/find a palette that I like and go.  Going back to my father, probably 
the biggest gift he gave me was that he did all those creative things outside of work for himself; he didn’t care what 
others thought or what place it had in comparison to others. 

Finally, how would you define a “Shorter” score?  Are there particular harmonic sequences or orchestrations that 
you use consciously or realize when you listen back are coming in subconsciously? 

Interestingly, I recently had a younger composer shadow me and I was forced to explain my thought process in a 
way I had never been asked to before.  I don’t know about him, but it was incredibly educational for me to see what 
my subconscious was actually doing when I would watch a scene.  I definitely have particular harmonic sequences 
and orchestrations for different scenarios, but each shows palette helps to differentiate them from one another.  
That being said, I’ll be trying to add some new plays to the mix. 

The Expanse Season 1 Soundtrack is available now digitally from Lakeshore Records 

Thanks to Ashley Moore at the Krakower Group for help in arranging this interview 
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Musique Fantastique Interview 
 
The Expansive Film Music of Clinton Shorter 
 

Q: It was Neill Blomkamp’s DISTRICT 9 that first brought you to international attention in 2009, but you’d actually 
been scoring shorts, TV-movies, and theatrical feature films in Canada for nearly a decade before that.  How did 
you begin and what lessons did you learn about scoring films in that decade leading up to DISTRICT 9? 

Clinton Shorter: After years of writing for my instrumental rock trio, I went back to school to brush up on my tech 
and studio skills.  I then landed a job assisting a prolific Canadian film and TV composer for five years.  I learned a lot 
from that experience.  After a couple of years of shadowing him he had series that wouldn’t put temp music in the 
cuts so he would have me watch the episode and draft up a cue sheet based on where I thought music should be.  
That’s a huge aspect of the craft knowing when and where to have music, then what mood and how to get in and 
out gracefully.  The cool part was that I was able to hear exactly what he would do in those scenes.  It was 
immensely educational.  After that I scored a dozen TV movies and half a dozen features which really prepared me 
for DISTRICT 9.  It was the break of a lifetime but fortunately I got the break after I had learned the craft of scoring so 
that I had the confidence to know I could do it and more projects of that size after. 

Q: What initially brought you into film scoring? 

Clinton Shorter: It was by chance to be honest; I was in a rut writing for the trio when one night a friend of mine put 
the score to Never Cry Wolf by Mark Isham. I t really resonated with me at the time.  I didn’t realize the film was 
dictating what he wrote as I thought he was writing free form, but that was all I really wanted to do so the band 
ended quite soon after that. 

Q: How did Neill select you to score ALIVE ON JOBURG and what kind of affect did scoring that short sci-fi film 
have what you were asked to do in DISTRICT 9? 

Clinton Shorter: We had a mutual friend who worked with Neill at a vfx house so he introduced us.  The short didn’t 
really have much influence on the film when it was all said and done. 

 

DISTRICT 9 Soundtrack Album (Sony – digital) 

Q: What elements of DISTRICT 9 did you and/or Neill find to be most significant to center your score around? 

Clinton Shorter: Neill wanted there to be a real South African sound to the score, but I found I had to venture north 
to get the aggressiveness he was after. The vocals were another part that was important to both of us. I used a 
Tanbur at times, a Kemanche which I then sampled and stretched for keys to use on Prawnkus, an electric cello was 
used, a massive array of percussion, a 50 player string section, lots of synths, and last but not least a solo male 
vocalist. 

Q: Once you had the general concept of your score established, what was your process or technique in developing 
it across the entire arc of the story?  

https://musiquefantastique.com/the-expansive-film-music-of-clinton-shorter/district_9_sony/


Clinton Shorter: The arc for the film was unique in that it was effectively a documentary for the first two thirds 
before it became more cinematic. Because of this, it wasn’t really possible to establish themes during the 
documentary section as Neill really didn’t want me to score those moments per se, he wanted it to be tapestry in 
the background that didn’t identify with the characters and accent cuts. 

Sample Clinton Shorter’s DISTRICT 9 score on Soundcloud: 

Q: How much experimentation did you have to do to get the right musical sound textures that you and Neill 
wanted? How did the music change from your original concept during the full scoring process? 

Clinton Shorter: I had about a month to get a sound down, which was great. The biggest hurdle we had was 
interpreting what he wanted for the documentary type portion of the film. I scored quite a few scenes many times 
and it finally clicked when I decided to forgo scoring what was happening on screen and just write music that fit the 
mood. 

Q: In addition to its straightforward sci-fi story, DISTRICT 9 is also full of subtexts and metaphors to contemporary 
reality. Did you treat these in any special way, musically? 

Clinton Shorter: I tried to write with both sides in mind but keep it balanced. 

 

POMPEII soundtrack (Milan Records) 

Q: In contrast, your richly impassioned, beautifully harmonically score for POMPEII is almost entirely orchestral 
and choral/vocal. How did you and director Paul W.S. Anderson determine this musical approach? 

Clinton Shorter: Thanks! The first day I met Paul he said he hated themes in films, he thought they patronized the 
audience so he never wanted them in his films, but for this film it needed themes. It was quite funny. I spent the 
next month writing themes on the piano, which was really refreshing and rewarding. Ultimately he decided to cut 
back on the amount of themes but it was a great experience. 

Q: Did the fact that POMPEII was about a true event and you were scoring characters based on those who actually 
lived (and died) in the volcano affect how you scored the film? 

Clinton Shorter: I really don’t try to approach the two types of stories differently. As you observed, the subtext of 
DISTRICT 9 was that the mistreatment of the aliens is how some illegal aliens are treated today. 

Q: How challenging was it to musically energize the epic images of the disaster and its eruptive devastation while 
also focusing on sympathy for victims and heroic survival music for the protagonists of the tale? 

Clinton Shorter: It was challenging but Paul left moments of space and quiet for me to connect the viewer back to 
the characters at the right times. 

Sample Clinton Shorter’s POMPEII score on Soundcloud: 

Q: You’ve scored a number of television series over the last two or three years.  What led you into music for the 
small screen, and do you find composing music for a series with a potentially long-running story arc creatively 
challenging? 

Clinton Shorter: We have a two-year-old and a four-year-old in the house now so I hadn’t been seeing too many 
films, as there wasn’t time. There’s so much incredible story telling in TV at the moment that I was excited get 

https://musiquefantastique.com/the-expansive-film-music-of-clinton-shorter/pompeii_36672/


involved. I learned most of my craft from assisting on TV series but back then the shows weren’t serialized like so 
many are today. I find it a challenge but much like the story you get time to shift and hone it, which you don’t get in 
film. 

 

THE EXPANSE soundtrack (Lakeshore Records) 

Q: With that in mind, how did you develop your score for THE EXPANSE? Exotic and ethnic elements such as an 
evocative vocalise and interactive textural designs are very much at home.  How have you musically supported the 
show’s detective story format as well as its science fiction setting and future timeline? 

Clinton Shorter: I tried to come at it from a modern multicultural place, but I also wanted to give Earth, Mars and 
the Belters their own sound. I approached the detective format only from Miller’s perspective, the regrets and 
struggles to find meaning in his life. 

Q: As the first season proceeds, the detective story begins to take on global proportions. How have you developed 
your thematic architecture over the course of the season? 

Clinton Shorter: It came slowly as there were a lot of story lines and characters in the early going. Miller’s 
theme/motif is that of all belters so I’m looking forward to expanding upon it in season two. 

Q: How has the show’s budget affected what you can do, musically? Is this mostly a home studio-based 
production or have you also added live players into the musical mix? 

Clinton Shorter: Aside from the vocalist for the main titles it’s me playing it all. It’s most definitely a contrast and it 
forces you to write a certain way so as not to expose the fact there aren’t live string players, but it’s still incredibly 
rewarding. 

Sample Clinton Shorter’s Main Title theme from THE EXPANSE on Soundcloud: 

 

Q: You’re now scoring the sci-fi series COLONY, which returns to DISTRICT 9’s concept of an urban center occupied 
by alien forces. Would you describe your approach to this show and where it’s taken you musically? 

Clinton Shorter: There wasn’t much in the way of action in the first season so I tried to approach it from the 
personal side of things, how the characters cope in this new reality. Perhaps that will change in season two, I’m 
looking forward to seeing where Ryan and Carlton take us. 

Q: What have you found most challenging so far in your career in film scoring – and what new creative challenges 
do you look forward to in the coming years? 
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Clinton Shorter: The long hours in the studio can wear on you and the family, but I get to write music every day for 
great people. Every project is so different that there’s always something to look forward to creatively. As long the 
gigs keep coming so will the creative challenges and achievements. 

For more information on the composer, see his web site at http://www.clintonshorter.com/ 
Special thanks to Ashley Moore of The Krakower Group for her assistance in facilitating this interview. 

http://www.clintonshorter.com/


The Expanse (TV series) 
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia 
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This article is about the television series. For the series of novels, see The Expanse (novel series). 

The Expanse 

 

Genre 
• Science fiction 

• Drama 

Based on 
The Expanse 
by James S. A. Corey 

Developed by 
• Mark Fergus 

• Hawk Ostby 

Starring 

• Thomas Jane 

• Steven Strait 

• Cas Anvar 

• Dominique Tipper 

• Wes Chatham 

• Paulo Costanzo 

• Florence Faivre 

• Shawn Doyle 

• Shohreh Aghdashloo 

• Frankie Adams 

• Cara Gee 

• Keon Alexander 

• Jasai Chase-Owens 

• Nadine Nicole 

Composer Clinton Shorter  

Country of origin United States 

Original language English 

No. of seasons 6 

No. of episodes 62 (list of episodes) 

Production 

Executive producers • Naren Shankar 
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• Mark Fergus 

• Hawk Ostby 

• Sean Daniel 

• Jason F. Brown 

• Sharon Hall 

• Broderick Johnson 

• Andrew Kosove 

• Laura Lancaster 

• Daniel Abraham 

• Ty Franck 

• Dan Nowak 
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Producers 

• Lynn Raynor 

• Jason Ning 

• Robin Veith 

• Ben Cook 

• Manny Danelon 

• Alan Di Fiore 
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• Robert Munroe 

• Steven Strait 
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Cinematography 

• Jeremy Benning 

• Michael Galbraith 

• Ray Dumas 

Running time 42–56 minutes 

Production companies 
• Penguin in a Parka 

• SeanDanielCo (s. 1–3) 
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• Alcon Entertainment 

• Just So (s. 4–6) 

• Hivemind (s. 4–6) 

• Amazon Studios (s. 4–6) 

Distributor • Legendary Television Distribution[1] 

Release 

Original network 
• Syfy (s. 1–3) 

• Amazon Prime Video (s. 4–6) 

Picture format 
• 1080i (HDTV) 

• 4K (UHDTV) 

Audio format 5.1 

Original release 
December 14, 2015 – 
present 

External links 

Official Syfy website 

Official Amazon website 

The Expanse is an American science fiction television series developed by Mark Fergus and Hawk Ostby, based on the series of 
novels of the same name by James S. A. Corey. The series is set in a future where humanity has colonized the Solar System. It 
follows a disparate band of protagonists—United Nations Security Council member Chrisjen Avasarala (Shohreh Aghdashloo), 
police detective Josephus Miller (Thomas Jane), ship's officer James Holden (Steven Strait) and his crew—as they unwittingly 
unravel and place themselves at the center of a conspiracy that threatens the system's fragile state of cold war.  

The Expanse has received critical acclaim, with particular praise for its visuals, character development and political narrative. It 
received a Hugo Award for Best Dramatic Presentation and three Saturn Award nominations for Best Science Fiction Television 
Series. Ahead of the fifth season's release, Amazon renewed the series for a sixth and final season in November 2020, which 
premiered on December 10, 2021.  

 
Series overview 
Main article: List of The Expanse episodes 

Season Episodes 
Originally released 

First released Last released Network 

 1 10 December 14, 2015 February 2, 2016 

Syfy 

 2 13 February 1, 2017 April 19, 2017 

 3 13 April 11, 2018 June 27, 2018 

 4 10 December 12, 2019 

Amazon Prime Video  

 5 10 December 15, 2020 February 2, 2021 

 6 6[2] December 10, 2021 January 14, 2022[3] 

Setting 

Hundreds of years in the future, the Solar System has been colonized by humanity. The three largest powers are the United 
Nations of Earth and Luna, the Martian Congressional Republic on Mars, and the Outer Planets Alliance (OPA), a loose 
confederation of the asteroid belt and the moons of Jupiter and Saturn.  
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Season 1 

Chrisjen Avasarala, a United Nations executive, works to prevent war between Earth and Mars. Ceres police detective Joe Miller 
is sent to find a missing young woman, Julie Mao. The space-freighter Canterbury and the Martian Navy flagship Donnager are 
destroyed by unknown stealth ships. James Holden, Naomi Nagata, Alex Kamal and Amos Burton survive both attacks and 
escape in a Martian gunship named the Tachi. They subsequently rename the ship Rocinante which becomes the main setting of 
the series.[4] The crew of the Rocinante, with Miller's help, investigates and eventually discovers a biohazard that kills off most of 
the humans on the asteroid Eros, including Julie.  

Season 2 

The crew of the Rocinante, along with members of the OPA, attack the station responsible for the biohazard on Eros. Learning 
that it is an extra-solar bio-weapon known as the protomolecule, they attempt to destroy Eros. Miller becomes trapped on Eros, 
and dies when it crashes into Venus.  

Martian Marine Bobbie Draper fights an inhuman figure on Ganymede and later, during peace talks between Earth and Mars, 
becomes a protégé of Avasarala. The crew tries to help a father, Prax, find his daughter. In the process, they encounter and kill a 
figure akin to the one that Draper fought, now known as a "protomolecule hybrid", developed by Jules-Pierre Mao. A research 
ship, sent to Venus to investigate the crash of Eros into the planet, is stopped dead in the atmosphere and completely 
disassembled by the protomolecule.  

Season 3 

The UN declares war, as Earth and Mars send science vessels to investigate what is happening on Venus. Political tensions soar 
as the OPA is recognized as the government of the Belters, and Prax gets reunited with his daughter. The protomolecule forms 
the Ring, a structure which takes an orbital position beyond Uranus, and the race begins between all three governments to send 
their ships through. After a Belter racing ship slingshots through the Ring at high speed, the ring believes the high speed humans 
and objects to be dangerous and activates defenses that threaten humanity. Through Holden, a projection of Miller tries to shut 
off the defenses of the ring, and convince the protomolecule that humanity is not a threat.  

Season 4 

A large rush to other solar systems with habitable worlds begins, with thousand of planets accessible now via the Ring. Refugee 
ships from the Belt and overcrowded Earth are stopped at the gateway. A ship runs the blockade, and the crew of the Rocinante 
are sent through the portal to investigate the situation on the exoplanet that has been settled by these Belter refugees, called 
Ilus. The settlers have been joined by an officially backed scientific expedition with private military support, often leading to 
violence between the two groups. The crew tries to ease the tensions, but fails, and decide to find out what is happening on the 
planet and where the previous civilization has gone. With the help of Miller, Holden reactivates the ancient structure, setting off 
a chain of cataclysmic events. Efforts to terraform Mars also begin to wane as ready-made habitable worlds are now available, 
as Bobbie Draper realizes.  

Season 5 

A deadly conspiracy threatens Earth, as the crew of the Rocinante pursue personal missions while their ship is in drydock at 
Tycho Station. Draper and Avasarala investigate the Martian military's ties to a growing threat from a rogue faction of Belters. 
Marco Inaros the rebel leader amasses a Belter fleet, and attacks Earth through stealth shielded asteroids.  

Season 6 
Cast and characters 

Character  Portrayed by  
Appearances  

Season 1  Season 2  Season 3  Season 4  Season 5  Season 6  

Joe Miller  Thomas Jane  Main  Special appearances   

James Holden  Steven Strait  Main  

Alex Kamal  Cas Anvar  Main   

Naomi Nagata  Dominique Tipper  Main  

Amos Burton  Wes Chatham  Main  

Shed Garvey  Paulo Costanzo  Main   

Juliette Mao  Florence Faivre  Main  
Special 

appearance  
 

Sadavir Errinwright  Shawn Doyle  Main   
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Chrisjen Avasarala  Shohreh Aghdashloo  Main  

Bobbie Draper  Frankie Adams   Main  

Camina Drummer  Cara Gee   Recurring  Main  

Marco Inaros  Keon Alexander   Recurring  Main  

Filip Inaros  Jasai Chase-Owens   Guest  Main  

Clarissa Mao  Nadine Nicole   Recurring  Guest  Main  
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Elizabeth Mitchell 

 
David Strathairn 

Main 
• Thomas Jane as Joe Miller/The Investigator (seasons 1–2; special appearances seasons 3–4), a Belter detective on Ceres 

assigned to find Julie Mao.[5] 

• Steven Strait as James Holden, the Earther executive officer on the Canterbury, later the captain of the Rocinante[5] 

• Cas Anvar as Alex Kamal (seasons 1–5), the Martian pilot of the Canterbury, later the pilot of the Rocinante[6][7] 

• Dominique Tipper as Naomi Nagata, a Belter engineer of the Canterbury, later the engineer of the Rocinante[6] 

• Wes Chatham as Amos Burton, an Earther mechanic of the Canterbury, later the mechanic of the Rocinante[6] 

• Paulo Costanzo as Shed Garvey (season 1), the Canterbury's medical technician[6] 

• Florence Faivre as Juliette "Julie" Andromeda Mao (seasons 1–2; special appearance season 3), the missing daughter of 
business tycoon Jules-Pierre Mao 

• Shawn Doyle as Sadavir Errinwright (seasons 1–3), UN Undersecretary of Executive Administration[8] 

• Shohreh Aghdashloo as Chrisjen Avasarala, UN Deputy Undersecretary of Executive Administration, later UN Secretary-
General[5] 

• Frankie Adams as Roberta "Bobbie" W. Draper (seasons 2–6), an MMC (Martian Marine Corps) gunnery sergeant[9] 

• Cara Gee as Camina Drummer (seasons 4–6; recurring seasons 2–3), Tycho Station's Belter head of security, later 
captain of the OPAS Behemoth / Medina Station 

• Keon Alexander as Marco Inaros (seasons 5–6; recurring season 4), a Belter faction leader[10] 

• Jasai Chase-Owens as Filip Inaros (seasons 5–6; guest season 4), Marco and Naomi's son[10] 

• Nadine Nicole as Clarissa Melpomene Mao (seasons 5–6; recurring season 3; guest season 4), Jules-Pierre Mao's elder 
daughter who initially seeks revenge against Holden[10] 

Recurring 

Introduced in season 1 
• Chad L. Coleman as Fred Lucius Johnson, "the Butcher of Anderson Station" (seasons 1–5), a UNN colonel-turned-

leader of the OPA on Tycho Station[8] 

• Andrew Rotilio as Diogo Harari (seasons 1–3), a young Belter from Ceres in the OPA 

• Martin Roach as Michael Souther (seasons 1–3), a UNN admiral 

• François Chau as Jules-Pierre Mao (seasons 1–3), the owner of Mao-Kwikowski Mercantile 

• Athena Karkanis as Tavi Muss (season 1), Miller's former partner at Star Helix Security 

• Jared Harris as Anderson Dawes (seasons 1–2), the OPA's Ceres liaison[8] 

• Jay Hernandez as Dmitri Havelock (season 1), Miller's Earther partner at Star Helix Security[6] 

• Lola Glaudini as Shaddid (season 1), captain of Star Helix Security's Ceres detachment 

• Kevin Hanchard as Sematimba (season 1), a detective on Eros 

• Daniel Kash as Antony Dresden (seasons 1–2), Protogen's head of biological research 

• Brian George as Arjun Avasarala (seasons 1–2), Avasarala's husband (later portrayed in season 4 by Michael Benyaer) 

• Greg Bryk as Lopez (season 1), an MMC lieutenant assigned to the Martian Congressional Republic Navy (MCRN) 
Donnager 
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• Elias Toufexis as Kenzo Gabriel (season 1), a Davila Aerospatiale spy on Tycho Station 

• Jean Yoon as Theresa Yao (season 1), captain of the MCRN Donnager 

Introduced in season 2 
• Nick E. Tarabay as Cotyar Ghazi (seasons 2–3), a security professional working for Avasarala 

• Terry Chen as Praxideke "Prax" Meng (seasons 2–3), a botanist from Ganymede 

• Leah Jung as Mei Meng (seasons 2–3), Prax's daughter 

• Ted Atherton as Lawrence Strickland (seasons 2–3), a pediatrician on Ganymede 

• Jonathan Whittaker as Esteban Sorrento-Gillis (seasons 2–3), the UN Secretary General 

• Byron Mann as Augusto Nguyễn (seasons 2–3), a UNN admiral 

• Mpho Koaho as Richard Travis (season 2), an Earth-born MMC private assigned to the MCRN Scirocco 

• Carlos Gonzalez-Vio as Paolo Cortázar (seasons 2, 5), a Protogen scientist 

• Peter Outerbridge as Martens (season 2), an MCRN captain and chaplain assigned to the MCRN Scirocco 

• Sarah Allen as T. Hillman (season 2), an MMC private assigned to the MCRN Scirocco 

• Dewshane Williams as L. Sa'id (season 2), an MMC corporal assigned to the MCRN Scirocco 

• Conrad Pla as Janus (season 2), an UNMC colonel assigned to the UNS Arboghast 

• Ted Whittall as Michael Iturbi (season 2), a UN scientist assigned to the UNS Arboghast 

• Hugh Dillon as Sutton (season 2), an MCRN lieutenant assigned to the MCRN Scirocco 

• Jeff Seymour as Pyotr Korshunov (season 2), the former MCR Minister of Defense 

• Rachael Crawford as J. Peñano (season 2), an MCRN admiral 

Introduced in season 3 
• David Strathairn as Klaes Ashford (seasons 3–4), a Belter pirate-turned-executive officer of the OPAS Behemoth[11] 

• Elizabeth Mitchell as Anna Volovodov (season 3), a Methodist pastor[12] 

• Brock Johnson as Grigori (season 3), a former acquaintance of Ashford's aboard the OPAS Behemoth 

• Chris Owens as Kolvoord (season 3), a science officer aboard the UNN Thomas Prince 

• Genelle Williams as Tilly Fagan (season 3), a socialite aboard the UNN Thomas Prince who befriends Anna 

• Anna Hopkins as Monica Stuart (seasons 3, 5-6), an Earther journalist filming a documentary on the Rocinante 

• Jaeden Noel as Katoa Merton (season 3), Mei's friend 

• Raven Dauda as Nono Volovodov (season 3), Anna's wife 

• Brandon McGibbon as Elio "Cohen" Casti (season 3), Monica's technical crewman and camera operator 

• Ari Millen as Stanni Kulp (season 3), a Savage Industries electrician assigned to the UNN Thomas Prince 

• Paulino Nunes as Hank Cortez (season 3), a priest aboard the UNN Thomas Prince 

• Sabryn Rock as Riko Oshi (season 3), a MMC private assigned to the MCRN Xuesen 

• Hamed Dar as Jed Trepp (season 3), a MMC private assigned to the MCRN Xuesen 

• Atticus Mitchell as Sinopoli (season 3), a MCRN ensign who served aboard the MCRN Kittur Chennamma 

• Natalie Lisinska as Shaffer (season 3), a lieutenant aboard the UNN Agatha King who is loyal to Souther 

• Morgan Kelly as Mancuso (season 3), a lieutenant aboard the UNN Agatha King who is loyal to Souther 

• John Kapelos as Ren Hazuki (season 3), a Savage Industries electrician assigned to the UNN Thomas Prince 

• Yanna McIntosh as Chandra Lucas (season 3), captain of the MCRN Askia, later captain of the MCRN Xuesen 

Introduced in season 4 
• Burn Gorman as Adolphus Murtry (season 4), chief of security for Royal Charter Energy (RCE) aboard the Edward 

Israel[13] 

• Lyndie Greenwood as Elvi Okoye (season 4), a biologist working for the RCE[14] 

• Rosa Gilmore as Lucia Mazur (season 4), a medical technician on Ilus[15] 

• Patti Kim as Carol Chiwewe (season 4), a Belter leader 

• Kyla Madeira as Felcia Mazur (season 4), a Belter refugee 

• Steven McCarthy as Jakob Mazur (season 4), a Belter refugee 

• Dayle McLeod as Leelee (season 4), a thief on Mars 

• Jess Salgueiro as Chandra Wei (season 4), corporate security officer[15] 

• Zach Smadu as Fayez Sarkis (season 4), a scientist aboard the Edward Israel 

• Kolton Stewart as David Draper (season 4), Bobbie's nephew 

• Lily Gao as Nancy Gao (seasons 4–5), a candidate for UN secretary-general[10] 

• Paul Schulze as Esai Martin (season 4), a corrupt police officer on Mars 

Introduced in season 5 
• José Zúñiga as Carlos "Bull" c de Baca (season 5), chief of security on Tycho Station 
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• Michael Irby as Felix Delgado (season 5), a UN admiral 

• Sugith Varughese as David Paster (season 5), a high-ranking UN official 

• Brent Sexton as Cyn (season 5), an old friend of Naomi 

• Bahia Watson as Sakai (season 5), chief engineer on Tycho station 

• Oluniké Adeliyi as Karal (season 5), a henchman in the Inaros faction 

• George Tchortov as Leveau (season 5), a Tycho officer who assists Holden 

• Sandrine Holt as Oksana Busch (season 5), a member of Drummer's crew 

• Lara Jean Chorostecki as Emily Babbage (season 5), a Martian lieutenant 

• Somkele Idhalama as a Tycho Engineer (season 5), helping Holden pursue the Zmeya 

• Jacob Mundell as Erich (season 5), a childhood friend of Amos in Baltimore 

• Tim DeKay as Emil Sauveterre (season 5), a Martian admiral 

Production 
Development 

The Expanse is based on the novel series of the same name by James S. A. Corey, a pen name of the authors Daniel Abraham 
and Ty Franck, who also serve as writers and producers for the show. The first novel, Leviathan Wakes (2011), was nominated 
for the Hugo Award for Best Novel and Locus Award for Best Science Fiction Novel. On April 11, 2014, Syfy announced a straight-
to-series commitment to a television adaptation of the book series, and ordered the production of 10 one-hour-long episodes 
for the first season. On that date Syfy President Dave Howe commented: "The Expanse is epic in scale and scope and promises 
to be Syfy's most ambitious series to date".[16] Mark Fergus and Hawk Ostby wrote the pilot and served as writers and 
showrunners alongside Naren Shankar.[17]  

Terry McDonough was revealed to be directing the first two episodes of the series in October 2014.[6] In May 2015, before the 
first season aired, writing commenced for a second season,[18] which was ordered in December 2015.[19] The second season of 
The Expanse premiered on February 1, 2017.[20] On March 16, 2017, The Expanse was renewed by Syfy for a 13-episode third 
season to air in 2018.[21] Four digital comics based on the books and tying into the television series have been published by 
ComiXology. The first focuses on the origin of James Holden and was released February 1, 2017.[22] The next three, highlighting 
the origins of other characters are: Naomi Nagata, released April 19, 2017; Alex Kamal, released May 24, 2017; and Amos 
Burton, released July 12, 2017. The show's title sequence was animated and directed by Australian studio Breeder and its VFX 
team.[23]  

Cancellation and renewals 

Alcon Entertainment produces and finances the series. It sold three seasons to Syfy, which canceled the series in May 2018. 
Fans protested the cancellation, gathering over 100,000 signatures for an online petition. They lobbied Amazon Studios and 
Netflix to greenlight the fourth season and a crowdfunding campaign paid for an airplane to fly a "#SaveTheExpanse" banner 
around Amazon Studios.[24] Celebrities including Wil Wheaton, George R. R. Martin, Patton Oswalt and Andreas Mogensen 
supported the campaign.[25] Amazon Prime Video picked up the series for a fourth season, which was released on December 12, 
2019.[26][27] In July 2019, Amazon renewed The Expanse for a fifth season,[28] which premiered on December 15, 2020.[29][30]  

Ahead of the fifth season's release, Amazon renewed the series for a sixth and final season,[7] on November 24, 2020. Filming 
started in late January 2021.[31] However, the authors of the novels and writers on the series, Daniel Abraham and Ty Franck, 
have stated that they view season 6 as a "pause" rather than a conclusion and that Alcon Entertainment "is very committed to 
the IP",[32] Alcon's Andrew Kosove and Broderick Johnson said that they are "considering all kinds of interesting possibilities".[33] 
On October 8, 2021, it was announced that the sixth and final season would premiere on December 10, 2021.[34]  

Casting 

 
Steven Strait stars in the series as Jim Holden. 
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On August 21, 2014, Thomas Jane, Steven Strait, and Shohreh Aghdashloo were attached to the series as Joe Miller, James 
Holden, and Chrisjen Avasarala.[5] October of that same year, Dominique Tipper, Cas Anvar, Paulo Costanzo, and Wes Chatham 
were cast as Naomi Nagata, Alex Kamal, Shed Garvey, and Amos Burton while Jonathan Banks and Jay Hernandez were 
announced to be guest starring in the series.[6] One month later, Shawn Doyle was cast as Sadavir Errinwright, while Chad L. 
Coleman and Jared Harris were cast in the recurring roles of Fred Johnson and Anderson Dawes, respectively.[8] Frankie Adams 
was cast as Bobbie Draper for the second season in April 2016.[9] On January 21, 2020, Keon Alexander, Nadine Nicole, and Jasai 
Chase Owens (who portray Marco Inaros, Clarissa Melpomene Mao, and Filip Inaros, respectively), were promoted to the main 
cast for the fifth season. Later, Lily Gao was cast in a recurring role as Nancy Gao for the fourth and fifth seasons, a candidate for 
UN secretary-general.[10] Additionally, Anvar will not return for the sixth and final season after receiving multiple sexual 
misconduct allegations.[7]  

Filming 

Produced by Alcon Television and The Sean Daniel Company, principal photography on the first season started on October 29, 
2014, in Toronto[17] and concluded on March 27, 2015.[35] The second season filmed between April 13, 2016 and September 12, 
2016. Filming for season 3 began on July 12, 2017.[36][37] In February 2019, cast member Lyndie Greenwood announced that the 
fourth season concluded filming.[38] Filming for the fifth season began on September 23, 2019 and ended on February 21, 
2020.[39] Production on the sixth season took place between January 27, 2021 and May 7, 2021.[40][41]  

Music 

The show's soundtrack was composed by Clinton Shorter.[42][43] The first season's soundtrack dubbed The Expanse Season 1 – 
The Original Television Soundtrack, consisting of nineteen tracks, was released by Lakeshore Records, on May 20, 2016, via 
iTunes,[42] and on May 26, 2016, via Amazon.[43]  

Genre and themes 

The series has been described as a space opera by critics.[44][45][46] Emily VanDerWerff of Vox describes the first season of the 
series to be a "blend of science fiction and noir-infused detective drama, with a backdrop of political intrigue".[47] Vice has 
referred to the series as a "sci fi noir mystery-thriller"[46] and as hard science fiction.[48] Prior to the series premiere, Mark Fergus 
spoke of the series' western themes: "Everywhere is kind of back to the frontier rules so it gives us all that stuff back that we 
lost. Cellular technology. You can get a little more western about it."[49] The fourth season, according to the writers, also has 
"space western vibes".[50]  

Release 

The pilot episode was screened at San Diego Comic-Con in July 2015. In the United States, seasons 1 to 3 of The Expanse were 
broadcast by Syfy and streamed on Amazon Prime Video.[51] In Canada, these seasons aired on Space[52] and streamed on 
Crave.[53] In New Zealand, these seasons aired on Sky.[54] In all other countries where Netflix is available, seasons 1 and 2 were 
streamed[55] until September 2018. On February 8, 2019, Prime Video took over exclusive distribution of the first three seasons 
worldwide in preparation for premier of the fourth season in 2019.[56]  

Reception 

Critical response 

Season 1 

On Rotten Tomatoes, the first season has a score of 78% with an average rating of 7.10 out of 10 based on 45 reviews. The site's 
consensus states: "The Expanse blends sci-fi elements and detective noir into a visually compelling whole, though it takes a few 
episodes for the story to capture viewers' intrigue."[57] The first season received a rating of 65 out of 100 on Metacritic based on 
reviews from 23 critics, indicating "generally favorable reviews".[58] Reporting on the pilot screening, io9's Lauren Davis declared 
herself "blown away" by The Expanse, appreciating its "incredible sense of scale" and its "deeply thought out future world that 
reflects on our present one, with high production values and characters who speak and act like real people".[59] Max Nicholson 
of IGN characterized the pilot as "grim and dramatic", and a "very dense hour of television", with the terminology and large cast 
sometimes difficult to follow for viewers unfamiliar with the novels, but highlighted the pilot's "gorgeous" visuals and effects 
reminiscent of Battlestar Galactica, Dune and Firefly.[60] Writing for Variety, Maureen Ryan was unimpressed by the first four 
episodes "awkwardly linking a series of somewhat muddled stories" and the series' stereotypical characters but credited it with 
tackling "issues of class, representation and exploitation" and a convincing design.[61] At Tor.com, Justin Landon highlighted The 
Expanse's "bold and unique cinematography" and its claustrophobic, discomforting set designs, as well as the "extremely 
faithful" characterization, but remarked that the patois spoken by the Belters, the natives of the asteroid belt, made the series 
difficult to follow.[62]  
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Season 2 

On Rotten Tomatoes, the season has a score of 95% with an average rating of 9 out of 10 based on 21 reviews. The site's critical 
consensus reads, "The Expanse's second season offers more of the show's excellent signature production values while increasing 
character development and politically thrilling narratives."[63] On Metacritic, it has a score of 77 out of 100 based on 5 
reviews.[64] Writing for io9, Katherine Trendacosta noted how the show had become "shockingly prescient", insofar as many of 
the issues and ideas explored by The Expanse mirrored contemporary trends in global politics.[65] Brian Tallerico, in "Why The 
Expanse Is the Best Sci-FI TV Show You're Not Watching" for Rolling Stone, praised the show for its contemporary political 
relevance and called its willingness to mix tones, and its protagonists, laudable. He summarized that at its core, The Expanse was 
all about people responding to fear – fear of the other, fear of the new, fear of inequality, fear of death.[66] Writing for 13.7: 
Cosmos & Culture, a blog hosted by NPR, astrophysicist Adam Frank praised the show and its writers for the scientific realism. 
He wrote that "more than any other TV space-themed show, it gets the science right".[67]  

Season 3 

On Rotten Tomatoes, the season has a score of 100% with an average rating of 8.6 out of 10 based on 26 reviews. The site's 
critical consensus reads, "Building on earlier potential and extending character arcs throughout a solidly crafted third season, 
The Expanse continues to impress – and shows no signs of abating."[68] Michael Ahr of Den of Geek said the series "wowed fans 
with its complex characters, its political intrigue, its attention to scientific authenticity, and its stunningly good visual effects, 
and with several more books in the series that inspired the show, there’s plenty more source material for the adaptation to 
explore in future seasons."[69] Liz Shannon Miller of IndieWire praised the performances of Coleman and Strait in the absence of 
the Joe Miller character, saying "In general, while the mid-Season 2 departure of Joe Miller (Thomas Jane) and his wonderful 
hats does leave a bit of a vacuum, the ensemble has coalesced nicely, with both established performers like Chad L. Coleman 
and relative newcomers like Strait settling into their roles."[70] Speaking about the premiere, Kevin Yeoman said, "All in all ... 
season three begins by dramatically raising the immediate stakes of the story without drastically altering the dynamics of the 
show itself."[71]  

Season 4 

On Rotten Tomatoes, the season has a score of 100% with an average rating of 9 out of 10 based on 34 reviews. The site's 
critical consensus reads, "Smart and thrilling as ever, The Expanse's fourth season doesn't miss a beat, successfully navigating 
network changes without losing any of its rich character work or narrative complexities."[72] The season received a rating 91 out 
of 100 on Metacritic based on reviews from 4 critics indicating "universal acclaim".[73] Writing for Den of Geek, Michael Ahr gave 
it a 5/5 review and wrote, "With its brilliantly crafted, multilayered plot, The Expanse season four proves itself worthy of 
Amazon's rescue in a nearly perfect season."[74] Sadie Gennis of TV Guide also praised the fourth season, giving it a score of 
4.5/5.[75]  

Season 5 

On Rotten Tomatoes, the season has a score of 100% with an average rating of 8.8 out of 10 based on 30 reviews. The site's 
critical consensus reads, "The Expanse's many threads come to a head in an excellent fifth season that expertly capitalizes on 
everything that makes the show work while setting the stage for an epic final season."[76] The season received a rating 82 out of 
100 on Metacritic based on reviews from 5 critics indicating "universal acclaim".[77]  

Season 6 

On Rotten Tomatoes, the season has a score of 90% with an average rating of 7.9 out of 10 based on 10 reviews. The site's 
critical consensus reads, "The Expanse's truncated final season honors the series' characters and themes with a graceful 
conclusion."[78]  

Ratings 

Viewership and ratings per season of The Expanse  

Season Timeslot (ET)  Episodes  

First aired  Last aired Avg. 
viewers 

(millions) 

Avg. 18–
49 

rating  Date  
Viewers 

(millions)  
Date  

Viewers 
(millions)  
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1  
Monday 10:00 pm 

(premiere) 
Tuesday 10:00 pm 

10  December 14, 2015  1.19[79]  February 2, 2016  0.555[80] 0.703[81] 0.22[81]  

2  Wednesday 10:00 pm 13  February 1, 2017  0.700[82]  April 19, 2017  0.581[83] 0.562[84] 0.18[84]  

3  Wednesday 9:00 pm 13  April 11, 2018  0.653[85]  June 27, 2018  0.606[86] 0.606[87] 0.18[87]  

Season four was the first season not to be broadcast on live TV and not get weekly viewership ratings. The 
season ranked fourth in most watched digital original in the United States in December 2019.[88]  

Accolades 
Year  Award  Category  Nominee(s)  Result  Ref.  

2016  

Directors Guild of 
Canada Awards  

Best Sound Editing – 
Television Series  

Nelson Ferriera, Nathan Robitaille, Dustin Harris, Tyler 
Whitham, Dashen Naidoo 
(for "The Big Empty")  

Won  [89]  

Saturn Awards  
Best Science Fiction 
Television Series  

The Expanse  Nominated  [90]  

Visual Effects 
Society Awards  

Outstanding Visual Effects in 
a Photoreal Episode  

Robert Munroe, Clint Green, Kyle Menzies, Tom 
Turnbull 
(for "Salvage")  

Nominated  [91]  

Dragon Awards  
Best Science Fiction or 
Fantasy TV Series  

The Expanse  Nominated  [92]  

2017  

Directors Guild of 
Canada Awards  

Outstanding Directorial 
Achievement in Dramatic 
Series  

Robert Lieberman (for "Rock Bottom")  Nominated  [93]  

Dragon Awards  
Best Science Fiction or 
Fantasy TV Series  

The Expanse  Nominated  [94]  

Hugo Awards  
Best Dramatic Presentation, 
Short Form  

Mark Fergus, Hawk Ostby and Terry McDonough 
(for "Leviathan Wakes")  

Won  [95]  

Saturn Awards  
Best Science Fiction 
Television Series  

The Expanse  Nominated  [96]  

2018  

Directors Guild of 
Canada Awards  

Best Sound Editing – 
Television Series  

Nelson Ferriera, Kevin Banks, Nathan Robitaille, Dustin 
Harris, Tyler Whitham, Dashen Naidoo 
(for "Home")  

Won  [97]  

People's Choice 
Awards  

The Sci-Fi/Fantasy Show of 
2018  

The Expanse  Nominated  [98]  

Saturn Awards  
Best Science Fiction 
Television Series  

The Expanse  Nominated  [99]  

Dragon Awards  
Best Science Fiction or 
Fantasy TV Series  

The Expanse  Nominated  [100]  

2019  

Directors Guild of 
Canada Awards  

Best Picture Editing – 
Dramatic Series  

Stephen Roque  
(for "Abaddon's Gate")  

Nominated  [101]  

Hugo Awards  
Best Dramatic Presentation, 
Short Form  

Daniel Abraham, Ty Franck, Naren Shankar, & Simon 
Cellan Jones 
(for "Abaddon's Gate")  

Nominated  [102]  

Saturn Awards  
Best Streaming Science 
Fiction, Action & Fantasy 
Series  

The Expanse  Nominated  [103]  

2020  

Hugo Awards  
Best Dramatic Presentation, 
Short Form  

Daniel Abraham, Ty Franck, Naren Shankar, & Breck 
Eisner 
(for "Cibola Burn")  

Nominated  [104]  

Dragon Awards  
Best Science Fiction or 
Fantasy TV Series  

The Expanse  Nominated  [105]  
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Year  Award  Category  Nominee(s)  Result  Ref.  

2021  

Nebula Awards  
Outstanding Dramatic 
Presentation  

Dan Nowak, Amazon Prime (Alcon Entertainment/Alcon 
Television Group/Amazon Studios/Hivemind/Just So) 
(for "Gaugamela")  

Nominated  [106]  

Dragon Awards  
Best Science Fiction or 
Fantasy TV Series  

The Expanse  Won  [107]  

Hugo Awards  
Best Dramatic Presentation, 
Short Form  

Dan Nowak, Nick Gomez (Alcon Entertainment / Alcon 
Television Group / Amazon Studios / Hivemind / Just So) 
(for "Gaugamela")  

Pending  [108]  

Directors Guild of 
Canada Awards  

Best Picture Editing – 
Dramatic Series  

Roderick Deogrades 
(for "Winnipesaukee")  

Nominated  

[109]  
Best Sound Editing – 
Dramatic Series  

Nelson Ferreira, Alex Bullick, Dustin Harris, Josh Brown, 
Craig MacLellan, Ayaz Kamani 
(for "Guagamela")  

Nominated  

Saturn Awards  Television Spotlight Award  The Expanse  Won  [110]  

Aftershow and podcast 

Beginning December 16, 2020, Wes Chatham and Ty Franck started hosting weekly programs that feature behind-the-scenes 
information about the series, first as The Expanse Season 5 Aftershow after each season's episode.[111] Then, after season aired, 
they continued on Wednesdays as audio/video Ty & That Guy Podcast, covering each series' episode, from The Expanse S1E1, 
additionally discussing their inspirations from genre culture and occasionally on other days of the week having guests, not 
related to the series.[112]  
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